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Ampliﬁed Streaming Audio Player
The TiO StealthStream 1 (AZSS1) is the most versatile and powerful digital
audio zone player on the market. The AZSS1 gives you easy access to all of
today’s popular digital music services - it supports Airplay and GoogleCast that
streams music from your favorite portable device.
The AZSS1’s stealth design is a marvel of modern engineering and technology.
With an integrated 100 watt ampliﬁer, the AZSS1 provides big high resolution
audio sound, but still ﬁts in the palm of your hand. In fact, it’s so compact, it will
install into a standard one gang in-wall box - using the same wiring and
mounting hardware of the old volume control it replaces.
The AZSS1 is a part of the complete TiO ecosystem providing synchronized
playback in multiple rooms - and the audio quality will delight even the most
hard core audiophile. And, it can now even work as a standalone product,
without a full TiO ecosystem.

Analog Audio Output
(Coming Q1 2017)

Outsource your sound to an external ampliﬁer or home theater receiver
or even use it as a wireless extender for your powered sub woofer.

Go Small or Go Home

Music Everywhere

The AZSS1 is the smallest full-featured audio zone player in the world.
The days of needing big ampliﬁers that take up a lot of space to get big
sound are over.

With multiple AZSS1’s installed in your home, you can listen to the music
you want, where you want. Since each AZSS1 is a dedicated streamer,
you can enjoy Jazz in the kitchen, punk on the porch and classical in the
ofﬁce - all at the same time.

Plenty of Power
Don’t let the small size fool you - this is a serious ampliﬁer. 100 Watts of
Class D power for crystal clear high-res audio ﬁdelity.

Superior Audio Quality
The AZSS1 supports streaming of lossless, uncompressed music all the
way up to 24bit/192kHz.

Network-Based Music
The AZSS1 plays music stored anywhere on your network - including
your iTunes music.

Streaming Music Services

Party On!
With StealthStream® the AZSS1 can synchronize up to 6 rooms
wirelessly and control them from a single location to cover all your party
needs. You can even have multiple StreamShares active at the same
time.

Mounting Options
The AZSS1 is small enough to hide under a sofa or dresser or on a
bookshelf. You can put it on a desk or bedside table. You can even
install it in the wall in a single-gang wall box. The choice is yours!

Cloning is for more than Sheep

The AZSS1 has streaming music services inside. With TuneIn radio,
Sirius XM, Napster, Spotify, Tidal, Deezer, AirPlay, GoogleCast (Q1
2017), and more coming, you have access to all the music you could
ever want to play.

When an AZSS1 is conﬁgured as a Clone of another AZSS1, the source
selection and volume is controlled from the primary AZSS1 - perfect for

Optical Audio Input

When an AZSS1 is conﬁgured to Shadow another AZSS1, the source
follows the primary, and the volume is controlled separately. This
works well in Master bedroom/master bath installs where they play the
same music.

You and your Shadow
Connect your TV, Satellite Receiver, DVD player or other digital source to
your AZSS1 and listen in one room or throughout your entire home.

Auto-Switching
The AZSS1 is smart enough to automagically switch to the proper
input when your digital source is turned on.

TiO Captures your Mood™
Set the perfect music for an elegant dinner party, or have your patio
music turn on half-an-hour before sunset everyday. You decide, then
Capture the Mood you want with the press of a single button.
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